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WHO And Partners Battle
Multiple Outbreaks in
South Sudan
WHO and partners are working on
multiple outbreaks in South Sudan, a
country dealing with a lot of conlict. Some
of these outbreaks include of cholera,
malaria and measles. Dr. Abdulmumini
Usman, WHO Representative of South
Sudan says, “In spite of the insecurity,
WHO is taking every opportunity to
ensure that we reach the people with
health care services to protect them.”
Read More on WHO
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What are G20 Members Really Doing
About Climate Change?
Although China and US have ratified the Paris Agreement, the
world’s greenhouse gas emissions are rising and G20 is responsible
for three quarters of these emissions. Climate Transparency’s new
report analyzes the relative performance and investor-readiness of
the world’s richest economies in moving to a low-carbon state. So
far all of the individual members of G20 except for Brazil and
Russia, are reducing the energy intensity of their economies.
Read More on The Fifth Estate
G20 Members’ Carbon Intensity Compared
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The Pandemic Risk in Today’s Cities
The spread of infectious diseases is much more common in dense
urban living areas. Increase vulnerabilities exist in countries where
rapid urbanization results in informal settlements where
controlling transmission is difficult. As a result, there is an increase
in the risks of mosquito-transmitted epidemics such as malaria,
tuberculosis and dengue fever in these areas. Examples of this
include of The Democratic Republic of Congo in which 83% of
people with tuberculosis live in cities. Likewise, in 2009, Mexico
City had to shut down its schools, libraries and museums to stop
the spread of H1N1 flu. Similarly, the influence of slums and lack of
urban infrastructure was a primary factor for the speed and
severity of Zimbabwe’s cholera outbreak.
Read More on World Economic Forum

Researchers Say Climate Change
Threatens To Double Malaria Risk
from African Dams
By 2080, the number of Africans at risk of malaria who live
near dams will double to 25 million. If there are not any
prevention measures, malaria cases related with dams can
triple to 3 million a year, said a study in Malaria Journal.
According to Solomon Kibret of the University of California
and the paper's lead author, “While dams clearly bring many
benefits ... the role of climate change on malaria around
dams will fundamentally alter the current impact.” Malaria
is spread by mosquitos which breed in water such as
shallow puddles along dam shorelines.
Read More on The Reuter

Believe It Or Not, Pulses
Reduce Gas Emissions
Lentils, beans, chick peas, and other pulses play a huge role in
reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Globally about 190 million
hectares of pulses contribute to five to seven million tonnes of
nitrogen in soils. Since pulses can fix their own nitrogen in the soil,
less fertilizer is needed, both organic and synthetic. Through this
process greenhouse gas emission is reduced. Also, the global
production of pulses have increased from 64 million hectares in
1961 to almost 86 million in 2014. FAO reports pulses have helped
with sustaining food security of farmers, by helping them to
diversify their sources of income.
Read More on IPS News
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Need Your Forest Replanted?
There is a Drone For That
Droneseed is a ‘precision forestry’ company that uses drones
to plant trees and monitor forests. Forestry is a multi-billion
dollar industry, however, the hard work is still being done
manually by hand. This is because it requires a large level of
precision and understanding. However, Droneseed has the
ability to fly over huge areas and fire seeds into locations
based on programmed coordinates.
Read More on Collectively Organization

Can Development Be Sustainable?
Ghana’s Environmental Issue
In today’s world, with global and local climate change, hyper
population growth, depleting renewable and nonrenewable
resources, declining biodiversity, and agricultural scarcity,
sustainability is crucial now more than ever. As a result, to
achieve development, sustainability has been sacrificed. In
Ghana, current economic growth and industrialization cannot
be achieved without the environmental damage. Ghana has
recorded high perennial floods in the capital and other regions.
Ghana’s forest zone is corrupted with everyday purposes
making its sustainability questionable.
Read More on Modern Ghana

Suit Launched To Speed Protection For
417 Species
While waiting for the Endangered Species Act Protection, 42
species have gone extinct. As a result, The Center for
Biological Diversity took action for 417 species notifying the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service that they will sue agency for
failing to act on petitions to save imperiled wildlife. Noah
Greenwald, endangered species director said, “ Delayed
protection can be deadly for species already on the brink of
extinction. These 417 species are being dangerously
neglected.”
Read More on The Center For Biological Diversity
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How Better Forecasts Can Prevent
Climate Induced Disasters
Yohannes Hagos Subagadis, a hydrologist and risk reduction expert
working for the Norwegian Refugee Council believes to help
decision makers do the right thing when it comes to re-design
infrastructure and protect farmers and urban poor from disasters,
timely forecasts are crucial. Particularly in the developing world, it
can make a difference between a year of yields lost to a dry spell or
a building collapsed under a wave of mud, and marginal and
reparable losses. “While climate change-related hazards affect
developed and developing countries alike, the latter suffer from
higher climate risks due to higher exposure and vulnerability,”
Read More on Climate Change News

Achieving Global Health Equity: What
It Really Takes?
Villagers describe the immense challenges they face in the
Democratic Republic of Congo regarding adequate health care which
affects nearly 80 million people. In a place where roads, electricity,
clinics, medicine and doctors are all in critically short supply, about
three out of four people live on less than US$2 a day. During the past
25 years, the percentage of the world’s people who live in extreme
poverty has been cut in half. Average life expectancy has increased by
more than six years. Childhood mortality has been reduced by 50
percent and polio has nearly been eradicated. Steve Davis, CEO of
PATH believes the greatest impact will come from social innovation.
Read More on The Medium

SPOTLIGHT ON INDIGENOUS
HEALTH: The World Bank’s Bizarre
Retreat on Indigenous Rights
While recent years have shown a steady advancement in
recognition of the rights of Indigenous peoples, the World
Bank adopted a new policy framework that threatens to
undermine this progress and put Indigenous communities
at risk. The countries pushing to undermine Indigenous
rights protections at the Bank have in recent years shown
an eagerness to trample the rights of Indigenous peoples
in order to facilitate development projects.
Read More on Telesur
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WEEKLYBULLETIN
Quote of The Week
“1.8 billion people worldwide drink contaminated water; 24 billion people lack improved sanitation.
In poor countries, 90% of sewage is discharged untreated into rivers, lakes and coastal areas. An
estimated 800 to 900 children under the age of five die everyday from diarrhoeal diseases.
“Politicians lack long-term planning. They look at budgetary needs now but don’t see the larger
picture. But they must look beyond their mandate periods. Ministers of finance should have
responsibility for the long term effects of public expenditure.

“Don’t feel despair (he was told)...get angry. When you see something horrible, don’t fall into the trap.
Use anger.”
Jan Eliasson, UN Deputy Secretary General and former Swedish foreign minister.
Read More on The Guardian

EVENTSTABLE
DATE
Oct.

CONFERENCE

LOCATION

Climate Change Adaptation 2016

Toronto,

15-16

Fifth International Conference

Canada

Oct.
16-17

6th Global Forum on Health Promotion

Oct.
17-20
Oct.
18-19
Nov.

Charlottetown
Canada

Habitat III: The United Nations Conference on
Housing and Sustainable Urban Development

Health Promotion Ontario Annual Conference

9-11

The Thirteenth AMNET International Conference
on Chronic Diseases

Nov.
14-18

4th Global Symposium on Health Systems
Research

Nov.
21-24

9th Global Conference on Health Promotion
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Quito,
Ecuador
Ottawa
Canada
New Mexico,
USA
Vancouver
Canada
Shanghai
China
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REGISTER
http://www.planetfriendly.net/calendar/

http://parc.ophea.net/event/

https://www.habitat3.org

http://www.phac-aspc.gc.ca/ph-sp/docs/
charter-chartre/pdf/charter.pdf

http://www.amnetbcom.org/

http://www.csih.org/en/events/
http://www.who.int/healthpromotion

CONNECT WITH
Planetary Health Weekly
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10 CLEAR SIGNS OUR
CLIMATE IS CHANGING

The Earth has went through many changes between cooling and warming driven by natural factors like the
sun’s energy. A few of these signs will be discussed below.
First, air temperatures over land are increasing. It’s clear that weather stations on land show average air
temperatures are rising, and as a result, the frequency and severity of droughts and heat waves are increasing.
Intense droughts can lead to destructive wildfires, failed crops and low water supplies, many of which are
deeply affecting southern areas of the United States and other parts of the world.

Next, air temperatures over oceans are increasing. Roughly 70 percent of the world is covered by oceans, so
you can understand how hotter air over them could make a vast difference in the climate system. In addition,
glaciers are melting. People who rely on melting glacier water are facing shortages, and in many regions, the
situation is only getting worse.
In addition, humidity levels are increasing. More humidity means more water vapor is in the air, making it feel
stickier in hot weather. Water vapor itself is an important part of the water cycle, and it contributes to the
earth’s natural greenhouse effect.
Read More on Climate Reality Project
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CALIFORNIA EXTENDS MOST
AMBITIOUS CLIMATE
CHANGE LAW IN US

A decade ago, California vowed to dramatically slash greenhouse gas emissions by 2020. As California is on
track to meet this goal, Gov. Jerry Brown charted a new goal to further cut carbon pollution by extending and
expanding the landmark climate change law. Experts said going forward will be more challenging because the
new goal — to reduce emissions 40 percent below 1990 levels by 2030 — is considerably more ambitious and
many of the easy solutions have already been employed.
"The long and the short of it is that meeting the goal will require sustained regulatory effort across all sectors of
the economy," said Ann Carlson, a professor of environmental law at the University of California, Los Angeles.
California is on track to meet the 2020 climate goal which called for reducing emissions to 1990 levels by
restricting the carbon content of gasoline and diesel fuel, encouraging sales of zero-emission vehicles and
imposing a tax on pollution. The state plans to build on that foundation and ramp up other efforts including
increasing renewable electricity use, boosting energy efficiency in existing buildings and putting 1.5 million
zero-emissions vehicles on the road, according to the California Air Resources Board, which is in charge of
climate policy.
Read More on ABC News
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THE STAGGERING COST OF
UNLEASED FOSSIL FUELS
IN THE GULF

Louisiana is in the fight to keep fossil fuels in the ground. The Center had recently joined locals in New Orleans
to resist an oil and gas auction which covered about 37,500 square miles of federal waters in the Gulf of Mexico.
As a result of this, four people were arrested, including a Center campaigner.
Now the auction follows a new analysis by the Center in which partners found that burning unleased fossil fuels
under federal waters in the Gulf would release the equivalent of up to 32.8 billion tons of carbon dioxide.

Read More on Democracy Now
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BIG CONVERSATION ON CLIMATE
EMERGENCY AND WHY WE MUST
ACT NOW

The University of Technology Sydney and Engineers Australia recently hosted a talk on the world’s climate and
energy dilemma, with a keynote address from Ian Dunlop, a former coal executive turned climate activist.
Dunlop provided analysis of what the climate science is telling us. Dunlop said climate change was occurring
faster than anticipated, and is moving faster than it is being acknowledged.
Despite the Paris agreement having a dream of 1.5°C-2°C limit in global temperature rise, the practical
implications of what had been agreed meant that a 3°C temperature rise had been normalised, and 4°C was a
possibility under current settings. The outcomes of such a temperature rise are severe, with a 4°C most likely
leading to massive sea level rise and mass deaths. A 4°C world, he said, would probably mean a global population
carrying capacity of under a billion.
Dunlop joins important commentators like 350.org’s Bill McKibben who are calling for drastic action. Proceeding
Dunlop’s talk was a discussion featuring Institute for Sustainable Futures director Stuart White, Engineers
Australia Environmental College chair Adrian Piani, and publisher and editor of The Fifth Estate Tina Perinotto.
Read More on The Fifth Estate
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HOW FUNDERS ARE USING THE
POWER OF THEIR INVESTMENTS TO
IMPACT CLIMATE CHANGE

The leaders of the U.S. and China recently committed their nations to the fight against global warming on
Saturday when they handed arcane but momentous documents to the United Nation’s top official. The
documents stated that the U.S. and China are ready to join a new global warming pact, putting it on course to
potentially become international law before the end of 2016. Largely because of global warming, this year is
expected to be the hottest year on record, beating a heat record set last year, which beat the record set the year
prior.
“We have a saying in America—that you need to put your money where your mouth is,” President Obama said
during the joint media appearance in China before G20 meetings began. “And when it comes to combatting
climate change, that’s what we’re doing, both the United States and China. We’re leading by example.” The new
agreement puts global pressure on countries to clean up their heavy industries and to protect the climate, but it
contains huge gaps. It doesn’t directly affect international shipping or aviation, both of which are heavy
polluters, for which separate agreements are being pursued.
Efforts to reduce a potent type of climate pollution released from refrigerators and air conditioners are being
pursued through negotiations under yet another agreement. “Of course, the Paris Agreement alone won’t solve
the climate crisis,” Obama said. “But it does establish an enduring framework that enables countries to ratchet
down their carbon emissions over time, and to set more ambitious targets as technology advances.”
Read More on Scientific American
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TEACHING GLOBAL HEALTH
ISSUES IN ONLINE GRADUATE
MBA COURSES

International Technological University is a WASC-accredited graduate school with students from 30 countries.
This project focused on course development for and performance of MBA students enrolled in the Healthcare
Management concentration in two online courses, Health Promotion and Global Health.
For Global Health essay prompts, instructor selects descriptions of UN’s Global Goals for Sustainability.
Students are asked to find videos for marketing campaigns to engage viewers in caring about specific goals.
Upon their accomplishments, students reflect on their evaluated learning tools, and shared insights such as
“Technology and social media (are) powerful tools.”
Read More on Annals of Global Health
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The “doorway of no return” where slaves for
centuries were forced off Mozambique Island (in
the NE of the country), mostly to the New
World...invoking a horrible allusion to Canada’s
residential schools for Aboriginal Peoples.
(September 10, 2016).
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